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Frosted Silicone Oven Mitt
Item No: OM208S 
These trendy oven mitts feature frosted silicone over the popular chevron 
or striped material. Also great for opening jars. The oven mitt can be worn 
on the left or right hand. This item has been third party tested to withstand 
temperatures up to 500 degrees F.
Colors Available: Black Stripe, Blue Chevron, Burgundy Stripe, Lime Chevron

Ultimate Pot Holder
Item No: POTH11DS 
The full color dye sublimated imprint will 
command some attention. The back side 
is a quilted silver heat-resistant back with 
the front being 2mm neoprene. The pot 
holder is third party tested to withstand 
temperatures up to 500° F. It has a 
convenient hanging loop. It’s the perfect 
size for use in the microwave.
Colors Available: White

Clawpop Bottle Opener Magnet 
Clip
Item No: HW68BOC4CP 
This handy little clip can do triple duty! The 
spring-loaded clip, with its strong magnetic 
back, holds important items on your refrigerator 
or any metal surface. It works great as a bag 
clip. It can be used as a bottle opener and a 
beverage can opener. It has sturdy aluminum 
opener that works with most bottles.
Colors Available:  Black, Royal Blue, White

Clear Handle Silicone Spatula
Item No: HW14SS
Clear plastic handle with silicone spatula. 
Spatula is heat resistant to 446 degrees F. 
Dishwasher and Microwave Safe.   
Colors Available: Blue, Lime Green, Red, 
Marble

*Shown with optional full color imprint
*

Kitchen Scissor
Item No: HW64KS
Make food preparations easier and faster! Use for cutting of meat, poultry or 
vegetables. High quality corrosion resistant scissor with built in bottle opener 
and a serrated section that works great on tough to open sealed bottles or even 
cracking nuts! Comfortable easy-grip handles for both right and left handed 
chefs. Sheath to protect the blades and you! The sheath is magnetic and allows 
you to place it conveniently on the fridge or any metal surface for quick access.
Colors Available: Grey

Silicone Ring Jar Opener
Item No: HW5230
The perfect kitchen tool for those tough-to-open jars! The jar 
opener fits most jars and easily opens them. Keep it readily 
available with the magnetic back. Instructions included.  
Colors Available: Grey

*Shown with optional 
full color imprint
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